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The ability to quantify changes in the structural complexity of reefs and individual
coral colonies that build them is vital to understanding, managing, and restoring the
function of these ecosystems. However, traditional methods for quantifying coral growth
in situ fail to accurately quantify the diversity of morphologies observed both among
and within species that contribute to topographical complexity. Three-dimensional (3D)
photogrammetry has emerged as a powerful tool for the quantification of reefscape
complexity but has yet to be broadly adopted for quantifying the growth and morphology
of individual coral colonies. Here we debut a high-throughput method for colony-level
3D photogrammetry and apply this technique to explore the relationship between
linear extension and other growth metrics in Acropora cervicornis. We fate-tracked
156 individual coral transplants to test whether initial growth can be used to predict
subsequent patterns of growth. We generated photographic series of fragments in
a restoration nursery immediately before transplanting to natural reef sites and re-
photographed coral at 6 months and 1 year post-transplantation. Photosets were used
to build 3D models with Agisoft Metashape, which was automated to run on a high-
performance computing system using a custom script to serially process models without
the need for additional user input. Coral models were phenotyped in MeshLab to obtain
measures of total linear extension (TLE), surface area, volume, and volume of interstitial
space (i.e., the space between branches). 3D-model based measures of TLE were highly
similar to by-hand measurements made in the field (r = 0.98), demonstrating that this
method is compatible with established techniques without additional in water effort.
However, we identified an allometric relationship between the change in TLE and the
volume of interstitial space, indicating that growth in higher order traits is not necessarily
a linear function of growth in branch length. Additionally, relationships among growth
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measures weakened when comparisons were made across time points, implying that
the use of early growth to predict future performance is limited. Taken together, results
show that 3D photogrammetry is an information rich method for quantifying colony-level
growth and its application can help address contemporary questions in coral biology.

Keywords: coral, morphology, 3D photogrammetry, Acropora cervicornis, TLE, volume, surface area, allometry

INTRODUCTION

The three-dimensional structural complexity of coral is central
to the ecological function of reefs (Alvarez-Filip et al., 2009;
Zawada et al., 2010). Structurally intricate reefs sustain high
biological diversity (Risk, 1972; Graham and Nash, 2013),
increase productivity (Szmant, 1997), and reduce hydrodynamic
energy (Lugo-Fernández et al., 1998; Monismith, 2007). Colony
morphology also influences small scale water flow that controls
the size of the diffusion boundary layer, influencing heat and
mass transfer (Stocking et al., 2018) and pH of the tissue
surface (Chan et al., 2016). These physicochemical processes
support key aspects of a coral’s biology, including nutrient uptake,
and mitigation of acidification and thermal stress (Dennison
and Barnes, 1988; Lesser et al., 1994; Jimenez et al., 2011).
Consequently, the ability to quantify changes in the structural
complexity of reefs and the individual coral colonies that build
them is vital to understanding, managing, and restoring the
function of these ecosystems.

Traditional methods for measuring coral growth have
provided foundational knowledge of extremely fast growth rates
in Acropora cervicornis compared to other species (Lirman et al.,
2014), trade-offs between growth and thermal susceptibility
(Jones and Berkelmans, 2010; Cunning et al., 2015) and the
capacity for morphological plasticity (Bruno and Edmunds, 1997;
Todd, 2008; Drury et al., 2017). However, the type and quality
of information that can be obtained from each individual metric
is limited. Moreover, many require handling, or even destructive
sampling, hindering the potential to investigate temporal changes
in growth using repeated measures. Non-invasive methods for
measuring growth in situ include total linear extension (TLE,
Johnson et al., 2011) and estimated ellipsoidal volumes (Kiel et al.,
2012). TLE relies on linear measures of branch lengths, typically
taken by hand with calipers or a ruler, to quantify skeletal size
(Johnson et al., 2011). However, this measure is only applicable
to branching species, and can be arduous to complete in situ
as colonies increase in size (Lirman et al., 2014). Alternatively,
colony size can be calculated from the volume of an ellipsoid with
the same length, width, and height as a coral colony (Kiel et al.,
2012). However, this method is likely unable to resolve changes
in the pattern of growth that do not increase the maximum
dimensions of a colony. Invasive techniques to measure coral
growth include direct measures of surface area (SA) via wax
dipping (Stimson and Kinzie, 1991; Veal et al., 2010), volume
(V) via water displacement (Jokiel et al., 1978; Herler and
Dirnwöber, 2011), and mass via buoyant weighing (Davies, 1989).
However, each of these methods requires handling and, for wax
dipping, sacrificing the coral completely. Measuring growth in

one dimension also ignores structural differences. For example,
two colonies may have the same linear extension or ellipsoidal
volume but encompass vastly different morphological forms
(Pratchett et al., 2015). Therefore, multiple independent methods
would be required to gain a comprehensive understanding of
colony growth and morphology.

Three-dimensional (3D) photogrammetry, i.e., obtaining
measurements from digital, scaled 3D representations of
objects, has become a powerful tool for quantifying structural
components of coral reefs (Burns et al., 2015; D’Urban Jackson
et al., 2020; Hernández-Landa et al., 2020). There has been
growing application of this technology to quantify reefscape
complexity (McKinnon et al., 2011; Burns et al., 2015; Leon et al.,
2015), but 3D photogrammetry has yet to be broadly adopted for
quantifying growth and morphology of individual coral colonies,
despite several studies validating its application (Figueira et al.,
2015; Lavy et al., 2015; Agudo-Adriani et al., 2016; Ferrari et al.,
2017; House et al., 2018; Doszpot et al., 2019; Lange and Perry,
2020). One reason for this may be that although model building
algorithms and the user-friendliness of applications continue
to improve, methodological nuances can result in differences
in the required processing time, quality of models produced,
and traits measured (Lange and Perry, 2020 compared to Lavy
et al., 2015). Similar to open source software that allows for
community contribution that drives innovation (Hippel and
Krogh, 2003), increasing accessibility and reproducibility of 3D
photogrammetry methods can help facilitate broader adoption
and advancement of this technique. The information richness of a
single 3D model is a major methodological advantage, expanding
the range of biological questions that can be investigated. For
example, in addition to quantifying coral growth via TLE, SA,
or V, quantifying the volume of interstitial space (Vinter) can
give insights into the ecological function of coral growth by
providing an estimate of the amount of resulting habitat space
that is created (Coker et al., 2014; Agudo-Adriani et al., 2016). 3D
models can also provide digital structures to enable more accurate
mapping of the hydrodynamics of flow around colonies (Stocking
et al., 2018). Finally, the permanent record of 3D models allows
for researchers to revisit historical datasets to verify previous
measures or test new hypotheses. This unprecedented access to
multiple traits once hard to measure comes without the need to
touch or manipulate the coral itself, making it especially useful
for conducting repeated measures over time.

The ability to non-invasively quantify changes in key
performance traits also has important practical applications,
particularly in the context of reef restoration. The structural
complexity of Caribbean coral reefs has been altered by
dramatic losses of branching acroporids (Miller et al., 2002;
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Alvarez-Filip et al., 2009). As a result, A. cervicornis and
A. palmata have been the focus of broad-scale restoration efforts
in Florida and the broader Caribbean. Significant effort has been
invested in the development of in-water and ex situ nurseries
in order to generate biological material to outplant to degraded
reef sites (Rinkevich, 1995; Young et al., 2012; Lohr et al.,
2015). However, the ultimate success of these efforts has been
hampered by the inability to predict the performance of coral
outplants, given that both genetic and environmental variables
can influence survival and growth (Drury et al., 2017; O’Donnell
et al., 2017). The ability to use early, non-invasive indicators
to quantify outplant success would be beneficial in restoration
settings that aim to optimize efforts to repopulate Caribbean
reefs (Edmunds and Putnam, 2020; Parkinson et al., 2020).

Reliable predictors of coral performance that can be evaluated
before or soon after outplanting can guide restoration programs
to strategically enhance efforts. However, prior work suggests
that the predictive power of traditional growth metrics may be
limited. Early growth rate in TLE for Acropora cervicornis was
found to be a poor predictor of future growth rate for nursery-
grown (O’Donnell et al., 2018) and wild corals (Edmunds,
2017). Similarly, early growth rates for two massive coral species
as measured in nurseries explained only a portion of future
performance, and the predictive power of these metrics varied
over sampling points and traits (Edmunds and Putnam, 2020).
The utility of higher order traits, such as SA, V, and Vinter,
for predicting subsequent growth remains unknown because
handling or destructive sampling of outplants is not possible in
a restoration context.

Here we apply high-throughput colony-level 3D
photogrammetry to fill this knowledge gap. First, we develop
an open-access protocol for conducting colony-level 3D
photogrammetry that provides guidance for in situ image
collection, makes high-throughput model building more readily
accessible, and creates a repeatable, standardized method
for coral phenotyping from 3D models. We then employ
this method to address questions regarding the predictive
power of higher order morphological traits in A. cervicornis
by quantifying the growth of outplants at different intervals
throughout 1 year. We test to what degree total linear
extension (TLE), a commonly used non-invasive metric of
growth in A. cervicornis (Johnson et al., 2011), can be used
to estimate growth in higher order traits, such as surface
area (SA), volume (V), and the volume of the interstitial
space (Vinter), in addition to testing for predictive correlations
among these traits.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
In April 2018, three ramets of each of ten genotypes of
A. cervicornis from Mote Marine Laboratory’s in situ nursery
were transplanted in triplicate to nine offshore reef sites
throughout the Lower Florida Keys under FKNMS permits
2015-163-A1 and 2018-035 (n = 27 initial ramets/genotype).
Triplicate ramets were attached to the reef substrate, with

one ramet per genotype assigned to each of 3 randomized
arrays within each site. Coral morphology was quantified with
3D photogrammetry at 3 time points: in the in situ nursery
prior to transplantation (April 2018), and 6 months (October
2018) and 12 months (April 2019) post-transplantation. Of
the 270 outplanted coral fragments, 72 died or were lost
from the transplant after 12 months. An additional 43 coral
fragments, including 40 nursery fragments, 2 fragments at 6
months, and 1 fragment at 12 months were removed from
the dataset due to insufficient photographic coverage causing
incomplete models, resulting in a final dataset of 156 fragments
measured for all traits at all-time points. Additionally in April
2018 and October 2018, TLE was measured by-hand with a
flexible ruler following the protocol of Lirman et al. (2014) and
these measurements were used to compare with TLE obtained
through 3D photogrammetry in order to assess the potential for
backward compatibility.

Image Capture
Photographs of outplanted corals were taken by
SCUBA divers following the protocol available at
dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.bgdcjs2w. Briefly, photographs
were taken from multiple angles using the Olympus Tough
TG-4/TG-5 (Olympus America Inc.), maintaining roughly
80% overlap until the entire coral colony was captured with
2D images. The Olympus Tough TG-4/TG-5 was chosen for
its low price point, its built-in underwater capabilities which
avoids the need for auxiliary underwater housings, and its
small size which allowed divers to operate the camera with
one hand in high wave-action environments. Cameras were
set to “underwater” or “auto” mode with flash turned off, and
photos were taken by either manually pressing the shutter or
set to capture images automatically at 1 s intervals, depending
on photographer preference. In April 2018, coral ramets were
photographed in the nursery prior to transplantation in groups
of 10 (Supplementary Figure 1) requiring 120–383 photos per
group. Post-transplantation, in October 2018 and April 2019,
a custom-built scaling object incorporating Agisoft Metashape
markers was included around each coral to provide a fixed
reference for model generation. The number of photos taken
for each colony ranged from 7 to 293, with the number of
photographs depending on size of the colony and water quality
conditions at a given location.

Image Pre-processing and Model
Building
Photos were downloaded and sorted into separate photo sets
for each group of 10 nursery corals (April 2018) or individual
outplanted colony (October 2018, April 2019). Photographs
where the coral was out of focus or out of frame were manually
removed. Photographs shot in “auto” mode were color corrected
in Lightroom (Adobe R© Lightroom R© software) to remove green
tint and enhance contrast of the coral when needed, for example,
when model building was hindered by bright white branch tips.

Three-dimensional models were generated from photo sets
using Agisoft Metashape (Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia).
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Metashape is processing intensive so in order to rapidly build
3D models with limited user input, we completed all model
building on a Dell PowerEdge R910 with an Intel R© Xeon R©

Processor E7-4850 with Metashape manually limited to 20–
40 CPUs and 250 GB of RAM. Due to limited licensing
capabilities of Metashape, a custom Python script was used to
serially process models and Metashape settings were adjusted
when needed for individual models. Models were exported
as Wavefront (.OBJ) files which are capable of maintaining
color pulled from 2D photos. Models with portions of colonies
missing were rebuilt with a modified script that expands the
size of the bounding box during the “Align Photos” step to
include all calculated tie points. All bioinformatic scripts used
to run Metashape on the command line can be found at https:
//github.com/wyattmillion/Coral3DPhotogram. We assessed the
performance of 200 automated Agisoft Metashape runs through
the number of tie points found from each photoset (overlapping
points found in two or more photos) and the number of faces
making up each mesh.

3D Phenotyping
Models generated in Metashape were imported into
the free 3D model editing software, Meshlab v2016.12
(Cignoni et al., 2008) to obtain measurements of TLE,
SA, V, and Vinter following protocols outlined at
dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.bgbpjsmn. Briefly, models
were scaled using Agisoft Metashape markers and scaling
accuracy was verified by remeasuring markers. Models were
manually trimmed using the Select vertices and Remove current
set of selected vertices tools leaving only living coral in the
models. Small holes in the areas of coral tissue were filled prior
to phenotyping models using the Close Holes filter. To calculate
TLE, the lengths of all branches were manually measured
and summed using the Measuring Tool. Surface area was
automatically quantified using MeshLab’s Compute Geometric
Measure filter. The bottom of coral models were then closed
using the Close Holes filter in order to make the mesh “watertight”
for the Compute Geometric Measure filter to measure the volume
of the coral. The volume of a colony was subtracted from the
volume of a convex hull, i.e., a mesh overlaid over the most
extreme branch tips (Supplementary Figure 2), in order to
quantify Vinter. Traits such as “proportion occupied” (Doszpot
et al., 2019) and “convexity” (Zawada et al., 2019) utilize a convex
hull but instead derive morphometric features standardized to
coral volume or surface area. Here we used Vinter to measure the
absolute volume of empty space between coral branches.

Five colonies suffered severe breakage and only a small portion
of living tissue remained after 12 months (Supplementary
Figure 3). 3D models were not built for these colonies and
instead, SA was measured in ImageJ (Rasband, 1997–2014)
following (Kenkel et al., 2015) and V and Vinter were recorded
as 0 because the colony tissue represented a 2D area with
no living 3D structure beyond the height of a single polyp
(Supplementary Figure 3). TLE was recorded as 1 mm as this
was the average height of the coral polyps on the colonies at the
6-month time point.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analysis was completed in R 3.6.3 (R Core Team,
2020). One coral was randomly chosen to assess precision of
the 3D photogrammetry method. To do this, we determined the
coefficient of variation (CV) for each focal trait measure (TLE,
SA, V, and Vinter) across 6 replicate models built from a reduced
photoset where a random 10% of the photographs were removed,
similar to Ferrari et al. (2017) and Lange and Perry (2020). The
corals used in this study are part of restoration efforts and as
such could not be removed from the substrate to measure volume
or surface through traditional methods. Instead, TLE measured
by-hand in situ was used to ground-truth measurements of TLE
obtained from 3D models.

Pearson correlations were used to assess the relationship
between by-hand and 3D model based measurements of
TLE collected at two time points (initial, and 6 months,
n = 311) and to assess whether the difference in methods is
a function of coral size. To assess the strength of predictive
relationships among trait measurements within and across
time-points, Kendall’s tau correlations were used to relate
the change in trait values between 0–6 months and 6–
12 months (n = 156). Kendall’s tau was used for its ability
to handle non-normally distributed data and heteroscedastic
residuals, as well as outliers, which here represent true
biological variation, and non-linearity (Newson, 2002). Additive
polynomial regressions were used to maximize the fit of non-
linear relationships observed for TLE and Vinter, while adding the
fewest polynomial terms.

A. cervicornis naturally reproduces through fragmentation
(Tunnicliffe, 1981; Drury et al., 2019). To assess whether natural
fragmentation events influenced the predictive relationship
among traits, we recorded the number of breakage events
experienced by each coral by comparing photographic records
across time points. Breakage was coded as a binary with coral
experiencing one or more breakage events considered “Broken”
and corals experiencing no breakage considered “Unbroken.”

RESULTS

Modeling Performance and Precision
3D models of individual colonies (6- and 12-month time points)
were built from an average of 91 photos, while as few as 7 photos
(for the smallest colonies) and as many as 293 photos (for the
largest colonies) were used in successful runs. The number of
photos used as input into the model building step was loosely
related to the size of the colony following a linear pattern
(Supplementary Figure 4). We used a subset of 200 models to
evaluate our model building pipeline which took about 1.5 h on
average to build models of colonies ranging from 0.1 to 74 cm
TLE and with 1 to 21 branches. The number of tie points for the
200 model runs ranged from 920 to 151,132, and the number of
faces ranged from 137,873 to 5,337,592.

Replicate models of a single coral colony at the 12-month time
point were measured to assess the precision of model building
and phenotyping steps. This coral represented a relatively large
and complex colony, with 21 branches total (TLE = 74 cm,
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SA = 261 cm2, V = 85 cm3, Vinter = 434 cm3). Replicate 3D models
had similar resolution with an average of 2,125,932 faces per
model (CV = 1.5%). The replicate models produced very similar
trait measurements, once individually scaled, with a CV of 1.3%
for TLE, 3.7% for SA, 5.7% for V, and 4.9% for Vinter.

Photogrammetry vs. Traditional Methods
A strong correlation was observed between TLE measures
made by-hand in situ and those obtained from the 3D
models (r = 0.98, n = 311, Figure 1A). The average absolute
difference between the two methods for a single colony was
12.8 mm (Figure 1A). Additionally, there was a significant
but weak positive correlation between the absolute size of
a focal colony and accuracy, as quantified by the difference
in the value of TLE, based on how the measurement was
made (r = 0.29, p < 0.001, Figure 1B). A greater agreement
between by-hand and 3D model based measurements (i.e., a
lower difference value) indicates higher accuracy, suggesting that
discrepancies between the two methods increase as colonies
increase in size.

TLE as a Proxy for Higher Order Traits
TLE was highly correlated with growth in higher order traits
when compared within the same time point (Figure 2 and
Supplementary Figure 5). The change in TLE over the first 6
months of outplanting was very strongly correlated with growth
of SA, V, and Vinter over the same time window (τ = 0.76–0.85).
The strength of correlations was slightly reduced in the second 6-
month window, but TLE was still strongly correlated with other
three-dimensional traits (τ = 0.64–0.8).

Regression plots of individual trait correlations suggest
that non-linear dynamics likely influenced trait relationships
(Supplementary Figure 5). For example, a second order
polynomial better explained the relationship between growth in
TLE and growth in Vinter during the first 6 months (r = 0.922,
p = 2.2e-16) and during the second 6 months (r = 0.864, p = 2.2e-
16; Figure 3), with Vinter increasing at a faster rate than TLE.

FIGURE 1 | The relationship between (A) TLE measured by-hand in the field
and from 3D models and (B) the absolute difference between by-hand and 3D
based measures and the size of the focal coral colony (n = 311).

Relationships Among Growth Traits Over
Time
Relationships among growth measurements weakened
markedly when comparisons were made across time points
(Figure 2). Trait growth in the first 6 months post-outplant
was weakly correlated with growth of the focal trait over
the second 6 months (τ = 0.35–0.45, Figure 2). The use
of non-linear regressions explained an additional 2.5% of
the variation in subsequent TLE growth and an additional
1.7% of the variation in subsequent Vinter growth. The
relationships between future and subsequent growth in SA
and V were not significantly improved by non-linear models
(Supplementary Figure 6).

Random coral breakage influences the predictive power
of initial growth measurements, but relationships remain
weaker than for the within time-point correlations even
when broken corals are excluded from models (Figure 4).
For example, the correlation between initial and subsequent
Vinter growth improved when broken coral were excluded
(Broken included: τ = 0.45, p = 5.05e-17; Figure 2;
Broken excluded: τ = 0.63, p = 3e-9, Figure 4D). Similar
effects of breakage diminish the power of initial growth
to predict future growth in other traits as Kendall’s tau
coefficients also increased for correlations between initial
and subsequent growth in TLE and SA (τ = 0.57 and
τ = 0.49, respectively) when broken corals were excluded
(Figures 4A,B). No significant relationships between initial and
subsequent growth were observed for corals that experienced
breakage (Figure 4).

The change in TLE over the first 6 months of outplanting
was generally a poor predictor of future growth. The strongest
predictive relationships for an initial measure of growth were
observed for V, which had the strongest correlations with
subsequent growth in all traits regardless of breakage events
(τ = 0.37–0.48, Figure 2), and when broken corals were
excluded (τ = 0.37–0.49, Supplementary Figure 7). Interestingly,
initial growth in all traits displayed stronger relationships with
subsequent growth in Vinter, as evidenced by stronger correlation
coefficients in the 6–12 month Vinter column, than for other
initial to subsequent growth comparisons (TLE, SA, V, Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

The complex structure of a coral reef is vital to its function
(Alvarez-Filip et al., 2009; Zawada et al., 2010). Consequently,
declines in populations of reef building corals dramatically
change the topography of these biologically diverse ecosystems
(Denis et al., 2017). Acropora cervicornis was once a prolific
reef builder in the Caribbean and its decline has sparked
massive restoration efforts in areas like the Florida Keys
(Young et al., 2012). To quantify restoration outcomes,
practitioners often desire to track colony growth as a
performance metric (Young et al., 2012; Ware et al., 2020)
because coral size correlates with fitness-related traits like
survival and fecundity (Babcock, 1991; Hughes et al., 1992;
Álvarez-Noriega et al., 2016). However, given the scale of
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FIGURE 2 | Correlation matrix showing the relationships among growth in traits over time. Values indicate Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient. All relationships were
significant (p < 0.05). Color indicates the magnitude and direction of the correlation.

outplanting efforts, invasive methods to track coral growth
are inefficient and counter to the goals of restoration when
destructive sampling is necessary (Johnson et al., 2011).
Similarly, while non-invasive measurements, such as TLE, are
informative (Johnson et al., 2011), they can be painstaking and
slow if done by-hand (Lirman et al., 2014). Here we show that
3D photogrammetry can generate accurate measurements of
linear growth while simultaneously providing information on
higher order traits reflective of an individual coral’s condition,
like surface area, and volume, as well as its function, such
as the volume of interstitial space produced by its branching
morphology. We find that linear extension is a strong correlate
of growth in higher order traits within a monitoring period.
However, predictive relationships across time-points are poor.
Moreover, breakage and non-linear relationships among traits
present obstacles to predicting future growth in coral colonies.
Variation in morphological growth brought on by environmental
variation may further complicate projections made from
initial growth rates.

Relationships Between TLE and Higher
Order Traits
Growth in TLE was a reliable estimator for growth in SA, V, and
Vinter within a particular monitoring window. Relationships were
the strongest within the first 6 months post-outplant suggesting
that TLE could be used to approximate higher order traits
in smaller, less complex colonies. However, this relationship
weakened on average during the second 6-month monitoring
window. This decrease in the strength of relationships among
traits over time could be due to allometric variation in the growth
rates of traits relative to overall colony size.

Allometry broadly describes the scaling of two biological
traits (West et al., 1997) but often implies differences in growth

FIGURE 3 | Growth in TLE compared to growth in Vinter over the first 6
months (A) and over the second 6 months (B). The solid blue line shows the
second order polynomial fit to each relationship. Shaded areas around each
line represent the 95% confidence intervals (n = 156).

rate between these traits. For example, horn length in male
rhinoceros beetles showed a positive allometric relationship to
prothorax size, meaning that increases in body size resulted
in disproportionately large increases in horn size (McCullough
et al., 2015). Allometric scaling has also been used to describe
size-dependent growth rates in plants that show negative
allometry—growth rate decreases as overall biomass increases
(Wesselingh et al., 1997; Félix-Burruel et al., 2019). Additionally,
allometric relationships can change due to environmental effects,
resulting in inconsistent scaling between traits within a species.
This phenomenon has been reported in height-stem diameter
relationships across environmental gradients for some tree
species (Lines et al., 2012). Finally, intraspecific variation in
allometric scaling between traits can result in further phenotypic
variation, for example, scaling between horn and body size can
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FIGURE 4 | Growth over the first 6 months compared to growth over the second 6 months for TLE (A), SA (B), V (C), and Vinter (D) colored by whether coral
experienced breakage (open circles, dashed red line) or not (open triangles, solid blue line). Kendall’s tau coefficients and p-values are included for correlations.
Shaded areas around each line represent the 95% confidence intervals (n = 156).

vary among competing males of a single rhinoceros species
(McCullough et al., 2015).

We uncover an exponential relationship between TLE and
Vinter where marginal increases in TLE result in larger increases
in Vinter as corals grow, indicating positive allometry. Similar
positive allometry was observed in multiple coral morphotypes
for shelter volume-colony diameter and planar area relationships
(Urbina-Barreto et al., 2020), and between colony surface
complexity and colony volume (Zawada et al., 2019). The
allometric relationship observed here between TLE and Vinter
means that small colonies create interstitial space at a slower
rate than larger colonies. This may slow restoration of the
ecological function of A. cervicornis reefs if colonies are not
able to reach large sizes due to natural breakage (Tunnicliffe,
1981; Madin et al., 2014) in addition to intrinsic negative
scaling that can limit the overall size of an otherwise healthy
coral (Dornelas et al., 2017). Negative allometric relationships
can also impact morphological growth. Allometry in colony
geometry and volume (Zawada et al., 2019) indicate that growth
in higher order traits has the potential to plateau or regress
as coral size increases. Changes in colony shape and geometry
would result in shifts of ecological functionality over colony size
ranges. The complex growth dynamics influenced by positive and

negative allometry underscore the need to track various forms of
morphological growth to understand the ecological consequences
(Lesser et al., 1994; Agudo-Adriani et al., 2016; Chan et al., 2016),
a need which can be met by 3D photogrammetry.

The remaining correlations between TLE and SA or V in
A. cervicornis were explained by linear functions; however,
the strength of these relationships decreased over the second
6 months. Explanations for this pattern likely include both
environmental or genetic variation in allometric relationships.
For example, location-specific variation in the relationship
between ellipsoid volume and TLE has been reported in
A. cervicornis (Huntington and Miller, 2014). Moreover, while
intraspecific allometric variation was not found for negative size-
dependent growth (Dornelas et al., 2017), an extensive body
of work has identified genotypic variation in A. cervicornis
morphology (Bowden-Kerby, 2008; Kuffner et al., 2017; Lohr and
Patterson, 2017; Drury et al., 2019) supporting the potential for
intraspecific variation in allometric scaling relationships among
traits. Here, colonies representing multiple genotypes were
outplanted to multiple reef sites likely to vary in environmental
conditions; however, our current dataset lacks the temporal
resolution with which to identify patterns of site-specific and
intraspecific variation in allometry between TLE and higher order
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traits. Tracking individuals with high temporal resolution would
help capture site-specific and genotypic growth curves spanning
multiple size classes. Allometric variation among colonies can
also result in varying trait growth relationships within or between
reef sites, which could play a role in the weakened among-
trait correlations seen in this study. Ultimately, quantifying the
potential for allometric variation among individuals is important
for understanding the ecology and evolution of populations and
species, especially when that variation arises in fitness-related
traits, such as growth in coral (Babcock, 1991; Hughes et al., 1992;
Álvarez-Noriega et al., 2016).

Predictive Power of Initial Growth
Coral restoration can benefit from reliable predictors of key
performance traits that can be used to guide propagation and
outplanting of corals with desired traits (van Oppen et al., 2015).
We tested the predictive power of initial growth by relating it to
growth in subsequent time intervals. Initial growth was weakly
correlated with subsequent growth in each morphological trait
(τ = 0.35–0.45). This is significantly higher than the predictive
power of growth rates measured in an in situ field nursery
for growth post-outplant in A. cervicornis (O’Donnell et al.,
2018). This suggests that post-outplant growth, rather than
nursery growth, can more reliably project the performance of
A. cervicornis transplants. However, the moderate correlations
seen here, which are similar to the correlations between initial
and subsequent growth previously reported for massive species
(Edmunds and Putnam, 2020), imply that colony growth is
determined by more than just intrinsic growth rate.

One random factor exerting a negative effect on growth
in A. cervicornis is fragmentation, or breakage. Breakage is a
natural ecological process that can lead to asexual propagation
(Tunnicliffe, 1981; Drury et al., 2019), partial mortality, or death
(Madin et al., 2014). Breakage was frequent in this study, with
54% of colonies experiencing at least one breakage event over
the 1 year monitoring window. The effects of breakage on
the predictive power of initial growth in TLE, SA, and Vinter
were evident as correlations with subsequent growth improved
once broken colonies were removed from models. Interestingly,
the exclusion of broken coral resulted in no increase in the
predictive power of initial growth in V, suggesting that measures
of growth in V may be robust to breakage. Initial growth in
V was also the best predictor of subsequent growth in TLE,
SA, and Vinter when broken corals were included which may
indicate a consistent relationship between the growth in V and
growth in other traits. This is similar to the findings of Zawada
et al. (2019) who showed that for a variety of coral morphotypes
including branching species, colony volume scaled consistently
with many higher order traits as colony size increased (i.e.,
limited allometric scaling).

Seasonality may also play a role in modulating growth rates
over time as unexplained variation in subsequent trait growth
remained even after accounting for breakage. Morphological
traits that respond to environmental changes can result in
differences in growth patterns over time that further reduce
the predictive power of initial growth. Our study spanned
four seasons in the Florida Keys with the first 6 months

occurring during roughly Summer and Fall while the second
6 months occurred during Winter and Spring. Seasonal
variation in environmental conditions like wave energy, which
is dictated by wind speed in the Florida Keys (Ahn et al.,
2020), can result in fluctuating selection on different aspects
of colony growth. For example, high wave energy increased
the number of smaller branches produced in A. cervicornis
colonies (Bottjer, 1980), hypothetically increasing TLE, SA, and
V but decreasing Vinter if new branches did not extend beyond
the initial branch length. Similarly, trade-offs between linear
growth and skeletal density were evident in A. cervicornis
grown using two grow-out methods (blocks vs. suspended
trees) thought to modulate the amount of force exerted
on colonies by water movement (Kuffner et al., 2017).
Environmental conditions can therefore cause differences in
how colonies grow and if environmental conditions are not
constant over time, growth in one time period will not be
indicative of growth in another. Moreover, Edmunds and
Putnam (2020) also noted that the predictive power of initial
growth varied by season, further confirming that projections
of future growth are complicated by temporal changes in
environmental conditions.

Advantages of 3D Photogrammetry
It has been nearly 20 years since 3D models built from
photographs were first used in the study of coral (Bythell
et al., 2001) and in that time, technological improvements
have made 3D photogrammetry a reliable method for exploring
complex features of coral and coral reefs. We show that
small-scale colony-level 3D photogrammetry yields measures
of TLE that have a near-perfect correlation with measures of
TLE made by-hand and this backward compatibility allows
for seamless transitions between methods. 3D photogrammetry
could be adopted at any time during the course of a study
without the need to apply a correction factor. Alternatively,
high correlations between by-hand and 3D measures ensure
that those unable to adopt 3D techniques, such as small non-
profit organizations, can continue to use traditional methods
while still being able to compare results with novel techniques.
Measures of SA and V from 3D models could not be
directly compared to traditional measures due to the nature
of this experiment; however, previous efforts have confirmed
the accuracy of 3D photogrammetry (Figueira et al., 2015;
House et al., 2018). In addition to facilitating meta-analysis
through backward compatibility, 3D photogrammetry also
offers several advantages over traditional measurements in
terms of its accuracy and information rich digital record,
and the ability to obtain multiple trait measurements using
a single method.

While the difference between 3D photogrammetry and
traditional methods does increase as the coral increases in size,
this is likely due to error in by-hand measurements rather
than error in the models. Repeated, independent measurements
of 3D models showed high precision, even for the larger,
more complex colonies. Moreover, we were able to identify
errors that would have otherwise gone undetected in the by-
hand dataset through re-reviewing the extensive photographic
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record. For example, two nearby colonies were wrongly identified
due to missing identification tags, but we were able to
correctly re-identify these individuals using photographs from
previous time points. Additionally, although one colony was
identified as an outlier for growth in Vinter over the second
6 months, the photographic record allowed us to verify that
this was the result of true biological variation rather than
sampling error (Supplementary Figure 8). 3D photogrammetry
also allowed us to measure individual colonies even after a
dislodged colony became intertwined with the focal colony
(Supplementary Figure 9), which would have been impossible
to accurately measure by-hand. Despite the advantages of
3D photogrammetry, its application in large scale projects
remains hampered by hurdles in downstream image and model
processing procedures.

Beyond in situ image acquisition, 3D photogrammetry
requires additional computational effort which can limit the
overall adoption of this technology. Model building software,
such as Agisoft Metashape, require large amounts of processing
power and time. While the graphical user interface of these
programs can be straightforward, in the absence of a dedicated
computer 3D model building can be difficult to upscale. Agisoft
Metashape also has a command line-based interface that can
be run remotely on high-power computing (HPC) systems
making model building high-throughput for those with coding
knowledge and access to such machines. We sought to lower
the accessibility barrier to high-throughput 3D photogrammetry
by providing directions and scripts for using Agisoft Metashape
on remote HPC systems. This experiment relied on a personally
managed remote system but increasing availability of pay-as-
you-go cloud computing services are viable alternatives for
researchers wanting to increase processing power for 3D model
building without the need to purchase and maintain a dedicated
computing system.

Broader Applications
The advent of 3D photogrammetry has facilitated investigation
of new traits without the need for additional effort in the field
or destructive sampling. Traits such as “compactness,” “top-
heaviness” (Zawada et al., 2019), and “proportion occupied”
(Doszpot et al., 2019) quantify complex, ecologically relevant
aspects of colony morphology that can easily be accessed using
digital 3D models. For example, Vinter quantifies the absolute
amount of space created between the branches of a coral,
similar to shelter volume (Urbina-Barreto et al., 2020). Interstitial
space provides important habitat for reef fishes (Wilson et al.,
2008; Noonan et al., 2012; Urbina-Barreto et al., 2020) helping
to maintain populations (Wilson et al., 2008; Graham, 2014).
The volume of interstitial space also influences the physical
environment of a colony, as it can result in pockets of reduced
flow (Reidenbach et al., 2006). This affects tissue boundary-
layer conditions for heat transfer and pH buffering, which
influence bleaching and calcification rate (Chan et al., 2016;
Stocking et al., 2018). Because Vinter exponentially increases with
TLE, the ecological functions associated with Vinter are also
amplified by marginal increases in linear extension. Additionally,
large scale experiments addressing local adaption, phenotypic

plasticity, and trade-offs in these newly accessible traits are
now feasible with high-throughput 3D photogrammetry. Studies
requiring large sample sizes, such as those exploring genotype
and environment relationships in A. cervicornis and A. palmata,
could be implemented immediately and would produce valuable
information for restoration programs.

Here, we show that 3D photogrammetry can be applied
efficiently to large sample sizes, but we acknowledge that
the colonies used in this study were small relative to the
maximum size A. cervicornis colonies can reach. However,
the success in modeling complex structures like those seen
in Supplementary Figure 9 highlight the potential of 3D
photogrammetry to capture increasingly complex morphologies
by simply taking more photographs in situ (Supplementary
Figure 4). Furthermore, the use of 3D photogrammetry in
studies of densely branched species (Doszpot et al., 2019) provide
further confidence this technology can maintain accuracy while
improving trait accessibility for research and restoration.

Colony-level 3D photogrammetry could also serve restoration
practitioners who seek more detailed information on outplant
performance. For example, the tracking of individuals can
identify reef sites or genotypes that cultivate large interstitial
space crucial for fish habitat (Wilson et al., 2008; Noonan et al.,
2012; Urbina-Barreto et al., 2020) ultimately helping to strategize
restoration efforts. While reef-scape 3D photogrammetry
(McKinnon et al., 2011; Burns et al., 2015; Leon et al., 2015)
may prove more effective for tracking restoration outcomes in
terms of percent cover and ecosystem complexity, colony-level
methods could be used to ground-truth the lower resolution
photogrammetry that practitioners employ over hundreds of
square meters to determine if accurate measures of colony-level
phenotype can be obtained from this coarser method. While 3D
photogrammetry (at both large and fine-scales) has yet to become
a common tool in restoration, its potential for data collection,
its methodological simplicity in the field, and recently improved
accessibility of post-processing methods have set the stage for
its utility. Taken together, colony-level 3D photogrammetry is
a powerful tool for investigating organismal processes such as
phenotypic plasticity and ecosystem-level patterns that could
prove vital for restoration efforts.
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